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a b s t r a c t 

Virtual mass force plays important role in the dynamics of the mixture mass flow composed of viscous 

fluid and the solid particles. Often in practice, calibrated numerical values of the virtual mass force are 

used to validate the simulation results but largely without any further physical basis. Such values are 

limited to some lower limit of the solid volume fraction. This has restricted its applicability both in small 

scale and in large scale natural flow simulations where the virtual mass force should be automatically 

determined and controlled by the mechanical parameters and the flow dynamical variables involved in 

the mass movements. This requires a full analytical description of the virtual mass force in application 

that covers the whole domain of particle concentration distribution, from the vanishing limit to any up- 

per limit that is needed. Based on a two-phase general mixture mass flow model ( Pudasaini, 2012 ), here, 

we present a first-ever, fully analytical, smooth and well bounded model for the virtual mass force that 

overcomes these deficiencies, and thus the model is more appropriate for application in real flow simula- 

tions. The novel virtual mass force is general, evolves automatically as a function of solid volume fraction, 

is much more realistic and covers the whole spectrum of the flow as governed by the physical param- 

eters, mechanics and dynamics of the mixture flow, including the concentration distribution, material 

densities and the mass fluxes. So, the new virtual mass force presents the most advanced model that ex- 

ists for mixture mass flows. The strikingly novel observation and understanding is that the virtual mass 

force is maximum somewhere between dilute to dense distribution of the solid particles, or the dispersed 

phase, but not at the maximum solid volume fraction. 

© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Simulating multi-phase mass flows is of great interest in earth,

environmental and energy science and technology, including the

nuclear reactors and powerplants ( Dong, 1978; Brennen, 1982;

Cook and Harlow, 1984; Kolev, 2007 ). Modeling interaction be-

tween liquid-gas, or liquid-particle requires interfacial models

for momentum transfer at their interface ( Drew, 1983; Ishii and

Mishima, 1984; Kendoush, 2008; Mergili et al., 2017; 2018a; Bout

et al., 2018 ). Simulation results show that for accelerated flows,

the introduction of the virtual mass force significantly improves

the results, indicating that this force is not negligible ( No and

Kazimi, 1981; 1985; Bournaski, 1992; Maliska and Paladino, 2006 ).

Drag and virtual mass are two important hydrodynamic forces in

mixture flows, or in naval architecture, that act at the particle (or,

a solid body) -fluid interface as interfacial momentum exchange.

Drag and virtual mass forces are the most important compo-

nents of the interfacial momentum transfer. In many technical

and applied problems, only the drag force is considered as the
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nterfacial force. This force arises from the viscosity and pressure

long the interface and is related to the local interfacial gradients.

sually, virtual mass force is considered as a second order effect

hen compared with drag. However, with the strong relative

ccelerations, the correct modeling of the virtual mass force is of

undamental importance in order to achieve accurate predictions

f the flow variables, including pressure and velocity fields ( Ishii,

990; Kleinstreur, 2003; Maliska and Paladino, 2006 ). 

In accelerated particle or bubbly flows, virtual mass plays

mportant role in accurately predicting the flow dynamics of the

ulti-phase flows. Whenever acceleration acts on a fluid flow

ither by externally applied acceleration on the fluid or by internal

cceleration of a body (or, particles) within the fluid, additional

uid force will be induced on the surface of the body or, the par-

icle in contact with the fluid ( Brennen, 1982 ). These fluid inertial

orces can be of significant importance in many multi-phase flow

roblems ( Mergili et al., 2017; 2018a; Bout et al., 2018; Kattel et al.,

018 ). Virtual mass (also known as added mass) is a common phe-

omenon that determines the necessary work done by the particle

oving in the fluid to change the kinetic energy associated with

he motion of the fluid. When a particle moves through a quies-

ent or relatively slowly moving liquid, some liquid mass is carried

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmultiphaseflow.2019.01.005
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
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y the particle alongwith it. This portion of the liquid mass is

upposed to attain the particle velocity. This results in a virtual in-

rease in the particle mass, originating the concept of virtual mass

n the mixture ( Kleinstreur, 2003; Maliska and Paladino, 2006 ). 

Formulation of the virtual mass force introduces a coefficient, C,

alled the virtual mass force coefficient, which describes the frac-

ion of displaced fluid that contributes to the effective mass of the

article ( Cook and Harlow, 1984 ). In the two-phase motion of a

article (or, a bubble) through a liquid, the total effective mass of

he particle consists of the mass of the particle itself plus a virtual

ass that arises from the inertial properties of the liquid in the

mmediate vicinity of the particle. In a simple situation, if a single

solated particle is accelerated in a stationary fluid, its acceleration

equires the fluid in its immediate neighborhood to accelerate. The

ccelerating fluid in return induces an added mass effect onto the

article ( Dong, 1978 ). Under sufficiently small amplitudes of mo-

ion, the added mass phenomenon can be described in terms of

n added mass coefficient, C = added mass of fluid/reference fluid

ass. By definition, the virtual mass force is equal to the mass of

iquid ( ρ f V s , where ρ f is the fluid density, and V s is the particle

olume) carried by the particle (or, bubble) Cρ f V s , that already in-

ludes the virtual mass force coefficient C times a suitably defined

elative acceleration between phases. 

For particles moving in a liquid, the liquid mass carried by the

articles is substantial as compared to the mass of the particles.

o, this influences the momentum balances. Therefore, when

olid particles flow in a liquid environment, a typical example

eing particle-viscous fluid debris mixture ( Hutter et al., 1996;

ickenmann, 1999; Iverson and Denlinger, 2001; Mulder and

lexander., 2001; McDougall and Hungr, 2004; Takahashi, 2007;

on Boetticher et al., 2016 ), the virtual mass must be considered

n such a system ( Dong, 1978; Maliska and Paladino, 2006; Khattri

nd Pudasaini, 2018 ). This indicates the importance of virtual

ass force in particle-fluid mixture flow, like debris flow. Virtual

ass force has been recently included in modeling debris and

imilar gravitational mixture mass flows by Pudasaini (2012) , that

as been applied in real events by Mergili et al. (2017, 2018a,

018b) ; Bout et al. (2018) , and complex flow-obstacle-interactions

y Kattel et al. (2018) . 

The added mass phenomenon for single isolated particle has

een extensively investigated experimentally and analytically, and

ather well understood. However, determination of the virtual

ass force for multiple particles and higher particle concentration

s still challenging. Theoretical treatment has been quite successful

sing the potential theory ( Dong, 1978; Thomas et al., 1983 ). The

irtual mass for a single particle has been derived by Lamb (1952) ;

randtl (1952) and Milne-Thomson (1968) for simple-shaped

nd slowly moving bubble through an unbounded, inviscid fluid.

y introducing entrapped liquid by the bubble, Cook and Har-

ow (1984) formulated the dynamics of bubble, entrapped fluid

nd the bulk. Their approach commenced with a three field

ormulation representing the bulk liquid, the bubble, and the

urrounding liquid associated with the virtual mass inertia. With

uitable descriptions for the relationships among the three fields,

heir formulation reduces to the usual two-field equations but,

ith an explicit representation for the virtual mass terms. 

The added mass coefficient (also called hydrodynamic mass co-

fficient) depends on the flow configuration, dynamics, and the ge-

metry and number of particles in the flow, and thus can vary

ubstantially ( Dong, 1978 ). The virtual mass force may also depend

n the particle or bubble shape ( Bournaski, 1992 ). Similarly, virtual

ass force increases for particles closer to the wall ( Simcik et al.,

008 ). This indicates that at regions of higher solid particle con-

entration, or particle accumulation, virtual mass force increases

ith the solid volume fraction, αs . Numerical values of the added

ass coefficient can be relatively high (some times even higher
han 5) ( Dong, 1978; Biesheuvel and Spoelstra, 1989; Kolev, 2007;

imcik et al., 2008 ). Theoretically it has been shown that for in-

reasing particle concentrations, the virtual mass coefficient in-

reases ( Dong, 1978; Simcik et al., 2008 ). As the solid (or, particle

r, bubble) volume fraction tends to unity, i.e., αs → 1, C appears to

ncrease exponentially. Which, however, is not realistic. This is in-

uitively clear, because the induced kinetic energy of the fluid can

ot approach infinity as the solid volume fraction increases. The

ata also indicates that C can not always increase exponentially, or

nboundedly ( Dong, 1978 ). 

Different constitutive equations and models are presented for

he virtual mass force ( Zuber, 1964; Biesheuvel and Spoelstra,

989; Bournaski, 1992; Maxey and Riley, 1993; Kolev, 2007;

endoush, 2008 ). However, the modeling of the virtual mass force

s still a largely unsolved problem as there is no consensus on it.

o, the main challenge that still remains is the construction of a

uitable constitutive equation or, a model for the virtual mass co-

fficient, that covers the whole spectrum of the flow dynamics. As

he convective derivative can be written in many different ways,

everal relative acceleration models are available for virtual mass

orce ( Wallis, 1969; Lyczkowski et al., 1978; Drew, 1983; Pudasaini,

012 ). A key question, however, is how to model the coefficient

in the most appropriate and general way. The virtual mass

oefficient is determined for most cases such that satisfactory

greement can be obtained between the calculated and experi-

ental results ( Lahey et al., 1980; Cheng et al., 1983; Maliska and

aladino, 2006 ) or, that numerical calculation can be stabilized ( No

nd Kazimi, 1981; Watanabe and Kukita, 1992 ). Furthermore, the

irtual mass has a profound effect upon the mathematical char-

cteristic. For this reason, No and Kazimi (1981, 1985) suggested a

uantitative bound on the coefficient of the virtual mass terms in

btaining mathematical hyperbolicity and numerical stability. 

However, the major concern here is the modeling of the virtual

ass force coefficient. Already from the relatively lower solid

ractions, particle interaction effects become important. The fluid

ass carried by the particles increase with number of particles.

his clearly implies that C should be a function of solid (or, fluid)

raction ( Bournaski, 1992 ). Zuber (1964) ; van Wijngaarden (1976) ;

okeyev (1977) ; Nigmatulin (1979) ; Rivero et al. (1991) , and

axey and Riley (1993) , all obtained theoretical or empirical

alues of virtual mass coefficient that can be approximated to 0.5,

orrect to some order of αs , but with different agreements on

he order of approximation ( Drew, 1983; Biesheuvel and Spoel-

tra, 1989; Bournaski, 1992 ). Although these models are mostly

alid to relatively small to negligible solid volume fractions, from

he structural point of view, virtual mass coefficients increase

onotonically as a function of solid volume fraction in these

odels. There seems to be a type of consensus that as αs → 0,

 → 0 . 5 . Otherwise, the existing models either do not include the

hole range of the solid (or, bubble) fraction distribution, i.e.,

he mixture from dilute to dense, or these models tend to show

ingularity ( Zuber, 1964; van Wijngaarden, 1976; Drew, 1983; Ishii

nd Mishima, 1984; Biesheuvel and Spoelstra, 1989; Sangani et al.,

991; Bournaski, 1992; Zhang and Prosperetti, 1994; Simcik et al.,

008; Pudasaini, 2012 ), because the basic models used therein

s C = 0 . 5(1 + 2 αs ) / (1 − αs ) , or their derivatives, which become

ingular as αs → 1. Similar singularities are also observed in other

dded mass coefficient theories ( Dong, 1978 ). 

The value C = 0 . 5 has mostly been used in practice for different

ypes of flows, both dilute and dense mixture of particles and

uid or bubble and fluid, which, however, is quite questionable.

o, a virtual mass coefficient model that covers the whole dis-

ribution of the solid particle concentration is needed. Here, we

resent such a fully analytical model for virtual mass force in

ixture flows consisting of viscous fluid and the solid particles

hat covers the entire domain of the solid volume fraction. The
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model is sufficiently smooth and bounded, with its maximum

lying somewhere between the dilute to dense limits of particles.

Here, we are interested to develop and present a new model and

its essence and highlight its application potential. 

2. The new virtual mass force model 

2.1. The analytical model 

Let αs and α f (= 1 − αs ) be the solid and fluid volume

fractions, u s and u f be the solid and fluid-phase velocities, and

γ = ρ f /ρs be the ratio between the fluid and the solid material

densities in the mixture mass flow with depth h , and h s = αs h

and h f = α f h be the solid and fluid material depths, respectively.

Note that for simplicity, here, the model will be developed based

on the depth-averaged dynamical variables ( u s , u f , αs ). However,

analogous models can also be developed for the non-depth aver-

aged full-dimensional dynamical variables. We begin the model

derivation by considering the solid and fluid mass fluxes from the

general two-phase mass flow model in Pudasaini (2012) : 

αs h 

(
u s − γ C 

(
u f − u s 

))
= m s , (1)

α f h 

(
u f + 

αs 

α f 

C 
(
u f − u s 

))
= m f , (2)

where, m s and m f are the virtual mass force induced solid and

fluid mass fluxes, respectively, and as defined earlier, C is the

virtual mass force coefficient. Then, by solving these equations,

the virtual mass force coefficient C is obtained as a new fully

analytical, but simple model: 

C = 

N v m 

− 1 

αs /α f + γ
, (3)

where the non-dimensional quantity N v m 

is called the virtual

mass number, and is given by N v m 

= 

(
m f /h f − m s /h s 

)
(
u f − u s 

) , which is

the ratio of the relative velocities obtained from the virtual mass

force enhanced relative mass fluxes and the relative velocities.

As the virtual mass force enhances the kinetic energy of fluid,

and reduces the kinetic energy of solid, we have m f / h f ≥ u f , and

m s / h s ≤ u s . Equality holds for the vanishing virtual mass force

effects, for which N v m 

= 1 , and consequently, C = 0 . The virtual

mass force coefficient is a positive quantity, whenever there is

non-zero relative acceleration between the phases. Thus, the

structure of the novel virtual mass number N v m 

indicates that

N v m 

must be (at least) greater than unity but, depending on the

magnitudes of m f and m s , it can be much larger than unity. A

typical value of N v m 

is 1.2, which will be explained later. 

2.2. The structure 

Next, we analyze the structure of the virtual mass force co-

efficient C given by (3) and explore its dynamics. First, we note

that C > 0 , and C = 0 only if there is no effect of virtual mass in

the mass flux, i.e., N v m 

= 1 . C is a dynamic quantity and evolves

with the flow depth h , and/or the volume fraction, αs . Thus, C in

(3) simultaneously includes the dynamical and physical aspects of

the mixture flow through the volume fraction ratio αs / αf , and the

density ratio γ = ρ f /ρs . As γ → 1, i.e., as the particles in the mix-

ture become neutrally buoyant ( Pudasaini, 2011 ), C decreases. This

is realistic because, as γ → 1, particle and fluid tend to move to-

gether that ultimately reduces the relative acceleration between

the phases, resulting in the reduced value of C, which is fully com-

patible with the physics of mixture flows. As αf → 0 (or, αs → 1),
 → 0 . This is also realistic, because as there is no fluid, no ki-

etic energy of the fluid needs to be induced. So, the structure of

in (3) automatically eliminates the singularity, while singularity

as produced by the limit as αs → 1 in several previous consider-

tions (see, e.g., Zuber, 1964; Drew, 1983; Ishii and Mishima, 1984;

iesheuvel and Spoelstra, 1989; Bournaski, 1992; Simcik et al.,

008; Pudasaini, 2012 ), as discussed in Section 1 . For vanishing

olid fraction, the denominator of C tends to γ . Then, as γ ≈ 0 . 4 =
10 0 / 270 0 is typical in most natural debris flows ( Mergili et al.,

017; 2018a ), with the choice of value of N v m 

≈ 1 . 2 , we obtain

 ≈ 0 . 5 , which is the typical value of the virtual mass force coeffi-

ient, often used in literature, especially when αs → 0 ( Zuber, 1964;

ong, 1978; Drew, 1983; Ishii and Mishima, 1984; Biesheuvel and

poelstra, 1989; Bournaski, 1992; Simcik et al., 2008 ). Although the

atio N v m 

, of the two fundamentally different relative velocities, is

ot yet fully closed (described), by now, we have some better un-

erstanding on the structure and range of the virtual mass force

oefficient, C in (3) . 

.3. The functional relation 

The most important aspect now is to determine a functional

elation of the virtual mass number, N v m 

with the solid volume

raction, αs , i.e., N v m 

= N v m 

( αs ) . From the inspection of the virtual

ass force induced mass fluxes in (1) and (2) , it is evident that

 v m 

is very closely related to αs , most probably linearly or as a

onotonically increasing function of αs , because increasing solid

oncentration generally increases N v m 

as particles motion induce

ore kinetic energy of the fluid, and thus its flux. This analysis

uggests the following functional relation between N v m 

and αs : 

 v m 

= N 

0 
v m 

(� + αn 
s ) , (4)

here N 

0 
v m 

, �, n are some parameters, yet to be determined. So, the

ew virtual mass force model (3) takes the form: 

 = 

N 

0 
v m 

(� + αn 
s ) − 1 

αs /α f + γ
. (5)

The dilute and dense limits of (5) are C = 

(
N 

0 
v m 

� − 1 
)
/γ and

 = 0 , as αs → 0 and αs → 1, respectively. As justified below, phys-

cally most relevant values for the parameters N 

0 
v m 

, � and n can

e: N 

0 
v m 

= 10 , � = 0 . 12 and n = 1 that provide the well calibrated

alue of C = 0 . 5 at the vanishing solid fraction (dilute limit of the

ispersed phase). 

.4. The virtual mass number 

The structure of the virtual mass force enhanced mass fluxes in

1) and (2) indicates that generally, the fluid mass flux is enhanced

nd the solid mass flux is reduced with the increasing solid con-

entration, αs . The discussion in the following section shows that

 = 1 represents plausibly one of the best choices. For this choice

 v m 

increases linearly with αs . However, other scenarios are also

ossible. For example, n = 0 . 5 indicates that N v m 

first increases

apidly, then slowly with αs , which is also reasonable. And, n > 1

hows completely different behavior. The magnitude of the virtual

ass number N v m 

depends on the parameters N 

0 
v m 

and � . How-

ver, its form and dynamics is determined by the flux intensity,

 . The effects of n on N v m 

has been presented in Fig. 1 for dif-

erent n values. A typical value of the virtual mass number is 1.2

as αs → 0), and depending on the flux parameter, n , this number

ncreases linearly, or non-linearly, and quickly or slowly. 

The constant � , when set lower or zero values, represents a cut

ff of the lower limit of αs (see, Section 3.2.3 ). Technically, for de-

ris flows, this value could be set to zero, because for very small

alue of αs , the debris material behaves as a single-phase mixture
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Fig. 1. The dynamics of the virtual mass number as the solid volume fraction evolves for the parameters (N 
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v m , �, γ ) = (10 , 0 . 12 , 0 . 4) , and different n values, n = 

(0 . 5 , 1 . 0 , 2 . 0) . 
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Fig. 2. The dynamics of the virtual mass force in mixture flow as the solid volume fraction evolves. The parameters are S 1 : (N 
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v m , �, n ) = (10 , 0 . 12 , 1) , and S 2 : (N 
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v m , �, n ) = 
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a  
 Pudasaini and Hutter, 2007 ), typically a viscous fluid. In this situ-

tion, with � ≈ 0, and n = 1 , there is effectively a single parameter

 

0 
v m 

, that adjusts the stretching and/or shifting of the virtual mass

orce coefficient C. This reduces the number of parameters to one

hat can be fixed with the most often used or, calibrated values in

he literature. Thus, in such a situation the new model is virtually

ree of fit parameters. This is often the most preferable choice in

eal applications ( Bout et al., 2018; Mergili et al., 2018a; 2018b ) 

In most of the existing literature, the values of C are defined

d-hoc or, considered empirically ( Zuber, 1964; Drew, 1983; Ishii

nd Mishima, 1984; van Wijngaarden, 1976; Sangani et al., 1991;

hang and Prosperetti, 1994 ) with high accuracy up to αs as large

s 0.5 ( Brennen, 2005 ). Based on the virtual mass force induced

ass fluxes for solid and fluid in mixture flow, we have, for the

rst time, analytically derived a full mathematical expression for

. In contrast to the existing models ( Zuber, 1964; Jeffrey, 1973;

an Wijngaarden, 1976; Mokeyev, 1977; Biesheuvel and Spoelstra,

989 ) where only a certain local domain of the dispersed phase

ould be considered, the new model (5) covers the whole domain

f the dispersed (solid) phase. The model is sufficiently smooth

nd physically well bounded with its maximum in between the di-

ute and dense limits of the solid fraction distribution, and evolves

utomatically as a function of changing solid volume fraction, in-

luding the physical parameters such as ratio between the fluid

nd solid densities, γ , and the flux intensity as incorporated by

 in (5) . Such a model is very suitable for complex mixture flow

imulations ( Mergili et al., 2017; 2018a; Bout et al., 2018; Kattel

t al., 2018 ) rather than just a fixed parameter largely without any

hysical basis. 
. The full description and performance of the new model 

.1. The dynamics of the new virtual mass force model 

In what follows, unless otherwise stated, and with-

ut loss of generality, we keep γ = 0 . 4 fixed, and consider

wo sets of parameters; S 1 : (N 

0 
v m 

, �, n ) = (10 , 0 . 12 , 1) , and

 2 : (N 

0 
v m 

, �, n ) = (5 , 0 . 2 , 0 . 5) . Fig. 2 reveals several dynamically in-

eresting and mechanically important features of the virtual mass

orce (5) in mixture flow as the solid volume fraction evolves,

overing the whole domain of αs . Although validation with data

s desirable, the parameter set S 1 may represent more realistic

ituation as the maximum of the virtual mass force for this set

f parameters lies to the higher values of αs than in the virtual

ass force with parameter set S 2 . The choice S 1 appears to be

ore supported by the existing literature (see, Fig. 4 ). Fig. 2 shows

hat the limiting values of the virtual mass forces for the two

arameter sets are the same. However, their qualitative pictures

nd quantitative values both largely differ from each other. 

.1.1. The limiting values 

The limiting value of C = 0 . 5 as αs → 0 is the most often used

umerical value in literature ( Zuber, 1964; van Wijngaarden, 1976;

rew, 1983; Ishii and Mishima, 1984; Sangani et al., 1991; Zhang

nd Prosperetti, 1994; Pudasaini, 2012; Mergili et al., 2017; 2018a;

018b; Kattel et al., 2018 ) which is well captured by the new

odel. 

On the one hand, reduction of C to its lower value (on the left)

s αs tends to vanish is justified as the effect of the enhanced fluid
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and reduced solid mass fluxes due to the virtual mass force re-

duces strongly with αs tending to zero. On the other hand, C → 0

as αs → 1 is governed by the vanishing enhancement of the rela-

tive mass fluxes (or, velocities). However, these mechanisms appear

here automatically from the structure of the virtual mass force in-

duced mass fluxes in Pudasaini (2012) as seen in (1) and (2) , which

is represented by the structure αs / αf in the denominator of C. 

3.1.2. Removal of singularity 

Another very important observation is that the automatic ap-

pearance of γ (which is positive) and αs / αf in 1 / (αs /α f + γ ) , or

in the denominator of C, removes singularity in the virtual mass

force. As revealed by Fig. 2 , this is a very important feature of the

new full analytical model (5) for the virtual mass force. 

3.1.3. The dry and fluid limits 

As αs → 0, there still exist some minimal effects of enhanced

mass flux, so C > 0 . But, as αs → 1, αf → 0. So, there is almost

no fluid whose kinetic energy needs to be enhanced because the

mixture now behaves as if it was effectively dry, and thus the fluid

related interfacial momentum transfer should vanish. Then, the

debris flow turns into a dry avalanche, and thus C → 0 . This is ex-

actly represented by αs / αf in the denominator of C. For αs → 1, the

solid is so packed that this cannot mobilize fluid to induce kinetic

energy (even though there might still be some little amount of

fluid). But, as αs → 0, even very small amount of particles can still

induce the kinetic energy of the surrounding fluid ( Zuber, 1964;

No and Kazimi, 1981; 1985; Drew, 1983; Ishii and Mishima, 1984;

Biesheuvel and Spoelstra, 1989; Bournaski, 1992; Pudasaini, 2012 ).

These characteristics of the virtual mass force are clearly observed

in all the results presented here, in this and the following Sections.

3.1.4. Competition between numerator and denominator of C
The dynamics and magnitudes of the numerator and denom-

inator of C determine its form and values in Fig. 2 , and other

subsequent figures. As the form of C is largely determined by n ,

we consider different n values (0.5, 1.0, 2.0), keeping (N 

0 
v m 

, �, γ ) =
(10 , 0 . 12 , 0 . 4) fixed as before, and analyze how the numerator and

denominator of C evolve ( Fig. 3 ), and thus, how the dynamics of C
is controlled. 

For n = 1 , denominator dominates the numerator for very small

values of the solid volume fraction, αs ≤ 0.02. Then, in the dilute

regime (say, αs ≤ 0.4) numerator increases steadily but, the denom-

inator rises very slowly, whereas for αs > 0.4, the denominator in-

creases, first rapidly, then exponentially as αs → 1. They meet at

about αs = 0 . 89 with values of numerator and denominator equal

to 9.1, resulting in C = 1 . For αs > 0.89, as denominator increases
xponentially, C drops to 0. Since only the numerator is n depen-

ent, for other n values we only need to discuss how numerator

volves. 

For n = 0 . 5 , numerator increases rapidly in the very dilute

egime ( αs ≤ 0.1), then it increases relatively slowly. Until αs ≤ 0.90

umerator dominates denominator. But, for αs > 0.90 denominator

trongly dominates numerator, that ultimately brings C to 0. 

For n = 2 . 0 , numerator increases very slowly in the limiting

uid regime ( αs ≤ 0.2). Then, the numerator increases quickly

quadratically) and meets the denominator already in the dilute

egime at about αs = 0 . 22 . Afterwards, numerator dominates

enominator until αs ≈ 0.88. Then, denominator strongly overtakes

umerator, bringing C quickly down to 0. 

In general, with the increasing αs values from 0 to 1, denomina-

or is larger, then smaller, and then larger again than the numera-

or, but these dominances are fundamentally different for different

 values. Furthermore, it appears that the competition between the

umerator and denominator of C for n > 1.0 (e.g., n = 2 ) appear to

e more complex, resulting probably to a completely different flow

ynamics (see, Figs. 6 and 11 ). This indicates the importance of the

ux intensity. 

.1.5. The form of the virtual mass force coefficient 

It is important to note how the form of C is developed in

ig. 2 as a result of the competition between the numerator and

enominator of C discussed in Section 3.1.4 , Fig. 3 . The numera-

or of C increases steadily, whereas the denominator increases first

ery slowly, then slowly, then rapidly, and finally exponentially

ith αs . For very small to small values of αs , denominator dom-

nates numerator. But, for small to larger αs values, the numera-

or dominates. However, for very large values of αs , the denom-

nator strongly dominates the numerator due to the presence of

s / αf . This competition eventually controls the form of C. In fact,

he term αs / αf plays the great role in bringing C eventually down

o zero after it attains maximum at certain value of αs . 

.1.6. Recovering the existing models 

The value of C as high as 5 (or, higher) are observed in litera-

ure even for the relatively low solid fraction αs = 0 . 2 ( Dong, 1978;

iesheuvel and Spoelstra, 1989; Kolev, 2007; Simcik et al., 2008 ).

imilarly, different virtual mass models show that C can be as high

s 3.5, or even higher ( Ishii and Mishima, 1984; Ishii and Hibiki,

011 ). This has been shown in Fig. 4 with the new model. 

The above discussion reveals that our analytical model extends

he existing models and range of values of the virtual mass force

y covering the whole domain of the distribution of the dispersive

hase, while removing the singularity often seen in previous mod-

ls. 
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.2. Dynamics associated with different parameters 

Next, we analyze in detail on how the range of parameters

ppearing in (5) , namely, N 

0 
v m 

, �, n, γ , influence the virtual mass

orce coefficient C. For this, we expand the parameters in S 1 from

ection 3.1 , such that the previously chosen values are the repre-

entative values. One might think of linear effects of some of these

arameters. However, the results below show highly non-linear de-

endency of C on all of these parameters. This discussion will show

hat, in general, proper modeling and choice of the parameters is

mportant. 

.2.1. Influence of material densities 

Since the material densities contained in γ , and the enhanced

ux intensity described by n , fundamentally determine the form
nd magnitude of C, first we analyze how these parameters play

heir role. 

We begin by considering the effect of the densities in the mix-

ure. Fig. 5 displays the effect of γ , which shows fundamental

hanges in the virtual mass force with the density ratio. Other ma-

erial parameters are as in S 1 . The value of γ less than unity cor-

esponds to the heavier particles than the fluid, whereas the value

f γ larger than unity correspond to the lighter particles than the

uid, and γ = 1 is the situation of the neutrally buoyant mixture

 Bagnold, 1954; Pudasaini, 2011 ). The figure shows that as γ in-

reases, the virtual mass force decreases rapidly, and at the same

ime the peaks shift quickly to the right (towards higher αs val-

es). However, for the neutrally buoyant flow ( γ = 1 ), the peak of

he virtual mass force lies close to the 50% of the particle concen-

ration. This is quite reasonable, because it shows the balancing be-

avior of C both with solid fraction, and the densities. The impor-
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Fig. 6. Influence of mass flux in virtual mass force. 
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tant aspect here is that, with the appropriate choice of the parame-

ters N 

0 
v m 

, �, n, the new virtual mass force model (5) can potentially

be applied for any type of mixture consisting of the fluid-solid and

fluid-bubble with corresponding γ < 1, and γ > 1. The case γ > 1

is equally valid for woody debris flows ( Shields and Gippe, 1995;

Abbe and Montgomery, 1996 ) and the mixture flow where the rock

particles like pumice stone ( Ikeya, 1989; Crosta and Negro, 2003 ),

whose density is fairly smaller than the viscous water. Fluid here

refers to liquid or gas, that largely changes the γ values. 

3.2.2. Influence of the enhanced flux 

Fig. 6 shows the effects of the enhanced fluxes in virtual mass

force associated with the parameter n . The lower value of n cor-

responds to the fast increase of the mass flux that later saturates

with increasing αs , whereas the higher values of n correspond first

to the slow increase of the flux, that later increases rapidly for

the higher solid fraction. The magnitude of the virtual mass force

increases or decreases accordingly. Similarly, with the increasing

value of n the peak of the virtual mass decreases and shifts to the

domain of higher values of αs . Also the geometric shapes of the C
curves with changing n values are substantially to completely dif-

ferent both in quantity and quality. As explained in Section 3.1.4 ,

this is due to the different associated fluxes as described with n ,

and the competition between the numerator and denominator of

C. These results are compatible with the enhanced mass flux be-

cause it is directly related to the virtual mass force. Furthermore,

we will see in Section 5 , that the form of C with higher values of

n ( > 1) might better describe the virtual mass force for the motion

of bubble-fluid mixture. 
.2.3. The parameter � 

Variation of C as a function of � is presented in Fig. 7 . The figure

hows that the value of � larger than 0.12 largely overestimates

he reference curve (with � = 0 . 12 ), whereas the value of � smaller

han 0.12 underestimates the reference curve of C for the smaller

alues of the solid volume fraction, αs . However, as αs approaches

ts dry limit, all three curves meet each-other. 

.2.4. The parameter N 

0 
v m 

We further analyze the influence of the parameter N 

0 
v m 

. The re-

ults are shown in Fig. 8 . As compared to the results with variation

n � , now the virtual mass force coefficient deviates much more

han in Fig. 7 from the reference curve associated with N 

0 
v m 

= 10 .

owever, analogous to Fig. 7 , larger value of N 

0 
v m 

than the refer-

nce value overestimates the reference curve and smaller value of

 

0 
v m 

underestimates the reference curve almost everywhere. A typ-

cal situation is that, the deviation is highest closer to the middle

alue of the solid volume fraction, αs , whereas in Fig. 7 the largest

ifference was closer to the dilute limit (i.e., αs → 0). 

.2.5. Parameter groups 

The structure of C in (5) , and the results presented so far,

uggest organizing the parameters in two groups of different char-

cteristics: G 1 = (n, γ ) , and G 2 = (N 

0 
v m 

, � ) , determining the quality

nd magnitude of the virtual mass force coefficient. With the

ncreasing (or, decreasing) values of G 1 , C decreases (or, increases).

hile, as the values of G 2 increase (or, decrease), C increases

decreases). Although they play important role in determining

he magnitude of C, G could be structurally less important than
2 
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 1 . Further, even more important point is that, G 1 is associated

ith the material composition (thus the physics, included in γ )

nd flux (thus the dynamics, described by n ). The parameter γ
epresents different material compositions. For solid particles-fluid

ixture, γ is much lower than the same for the bubble-fluid

ixture. Fig. 5 shows that for heavier dispersive phase (lower γ ),

he virtual mass force coefficient is higher and positively skewed,

hereas this coefficient is lower and negatively skewed for the

ighter dispersive phase (higher γ ). Similarly, Fig. 6 displays higher

nd positively skewed C function for lower n value, and lower and

egatively skewed C function for higher n value. These parameter

tudies clearly indicate that the proper choice of the parameters

s necessary for the better simulation of the mixture mass flow

ssociated with the virtual mass force. 

.3. Further properties of C

.3.1. Invariance of C
Fig. 6 indicates the invariances of the limiting values of the

irtual mass force coefficient C. For any choice of the parameters

 

0 
v m 

, �, γ and n , C remains unchanged at αs = 1 , i.e., C(1) = 0 . This

s the dry limit of the mixture, where essentially there is no fluid,

nd thus the C values remain zero for any choice of the values of

he physical parameters. However, for any suitably chosen values

f N 

0 
v m 

, �, γ , e.g., S 1 in Section 3.1 , C remains invariant at the fluid

imit ( αs = 0) for any values of mass flux parameter n . In other

ords, C(0) = 0 . 5 . The structure of C in (5) indicates that, such in-

ariance of C is only achievable for n values, and not for other pa-

ameters. That is, C(0) = 0 . 5 , and C(1) = 0 . 0 are invariants for any

 values, for a given proper set of N 

0 
v m 

, �, and γ . 
.3.2. The locus of the maximum of C
Another important observation of Fig. 6 is the locus of max-

ma of C with changing values of n . For small n values (e.g., 0.5), C
ttains its maximum of about 7.5 at about αs = 0 . 175 . By increas-

ng n just to 1.0, the maximum of C dramatically drops to about

.0 and shifts substantially to αs = 0 . 35 . Further increase of n to

.0, results in a relatively small decrease of the maximum of C to

bout 2.0, but its maximum position has now been shifted much

o the right at about αs = 0 . 6 . The non-linear locus of C for differ-

nt n values, n = [0 . 3 , 0 . 5 , 0 . 75 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 5 , 2 . 0 , 2 . 5 , 3 . 0 , 3 . 5] is shown

n Fig. 9 . Furthermore, as discussed in Section 3.2.2 , with respect

o any reference value, e.g., C = 0 . 5 , the locus of the maximum val-

es of C is relevant only for different n values. This is clear from

he structure of C as C(0) = 0 . 5 for any n values. Other parameter

ariation does not posses this property. 

So, the parameter n associated with the mass flux plays an im-

ortant role in determining the quality and quantity of the virtual

ass force. 

. Enhanced virtual mass 

The main essence of the virtual mass force is the added mass or

he virtual mass. Here, we analyze a scenario to highlight how the

ew virtual mass force coefficient (5) enhances the mass by the

dded mass. For this, we consider the solid mass flux enhanced by

he virtual mass from (1) : 

 M f 
= ρ f αs h C 

(
u s − u f 

)
, (6) 

here γ is replaced by the relevant fluid density ρ f to achieve

he proper dimensional form, and the virtual mass force coeffi-

ient C is either 0.5 (the classical value), or given by the enhanced
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new model, (5) . For simplicity, we consider some typical values of

the parameters and variables at a given time: flow depth, h = 2

m; fluid density ρ f = 1100 Kg m 

−3 ; and the solid and fluid ve-

locities are u s = 11 ms −1 and u f = 10 ms −1 , respectively ( Mergili

et al., 2017; 2018a; 2018b ). So, momentarily, the relative velocity

is about 1 ms −1 . The enhanced mass fluxes ( E M f 
) given by (6) are

shown in Fig. 10 . For constant C, E M f 
increases linearly with the

solid volume fraction, αs , indicating that the mass flux increases

continuously with αs and attains the maximum value at the solid

limit, αs = 1 . For the reasons given below, this, however, cannot

be realistic. When the new analytical model for the virtual mass

force coefficient C given by (5) is applied to (6) , the situation is

completely different. Although, quantitatively E M f 
also depends on

other physical parameters (e.g., ρ f ) and dynamical variables ( αs ,

h, u s , u f ), qualitatively it is fundamentally controlled by C. This is

clear from the shape of E M f 
, which is zero in the fluid ( αs → 0)

and dry ( αs → 1) limits. As αs increases from its left limit to higher

values, E M f 
increases rapidly. Then, it attains its maximum value

close to αs = 0 . 6 , a typical value for dense packing. Then, for fur-

ther higher values of αs , the enhancement of the mass flux drops

quickly, and becomes zero as αs tends to unity. As discussed in

Section 3.1 , this behavior of the enhanced mass flux is realistic. So,

the new model can better describe the dynamics associated with

the virtual mass force in the mixture flow. Furthermore, the differ-

ence between the two enhanced mass fluxes with the most often

used constant classical value of 0.5, and the new dynamical model

of C, is huge almost everywhere in the domain of the solid volume

fraction. However, due to the presence of αs in (6) , the enhanced
 r  
ass flux E M f 
behaves fundamentally differently than the virtual

ass force coefficient C ( Fig. 2 ), mainly for the dilute flows (i.e.,

s < 0.5). So, it might be more relevant to talk about the virtual

ass flux than the virtual mass force coefficient. 

. Comparison of the new model C with classical models 

A direct comparison of the new virtual mass coefficient C with

ome extensively used existing models sheds further light on the

mportance of the new model. For this reason, we consider the

odels by Zuber (1964); Jeffrey (1973); van Wijngaarden (1976) ;

okeyev (1977) , and Biesheuvel and Spoelstra (1989) which are

argely valid in dilute regimes, and the new model (5) , which is

alid for any mixture composition. Previous models are mainly

ased on the solid volume fraction αs , but the new model includes

urther physics of the mixture and dynamics of the flow which

akes it physically more appropriate and flexible. However, those

odels were mainly developed for fluid-bubble flows for which

he physical parameters are different than those discussed in

ections 3 and 4 . For example, in the fluid-bubble mixture, the

ensity ratio γ is completely different than the one for solid

article-fluid (or, liquid) mixture representing a debris flow. So, we

egitimately consider the parameters as: N 

0 
v m 

= 25 , � = 0 . 14 , n =
 . 5 , and γ = 5 . The results are presented in Fig. 11 , which reveal

hat the new model captures very well the dynamics of the other

xisting models in dispersive dilute regime, while the new model

lso removes the un-physical singularities and steadily increasing

alues of the virtual mass force in the relatively dense to dense

egime of the dispersive phase. So, this proves the superiority and
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pplication potential of the new model in the wide range of mass

ows, and for any concentration of the dispersive phase. 

As discussed in Section 3.2.5 , the form of C is mainly deter-

ined by n and γ . The form and values of C in Fig. 11 can be

ustified. With respect to the same background fluid, consider

wo situations, one with the dispersive solid phase, and the other

ubble phase. Then, the density ratio γ associated with the solid

articles is much smaller than the same with the bubbles. Virtual

ass induced flux in bubble-fluid mixture is less than virtual mass

nduced flux in debris mixture flows with dispersed solid particles.

his is represented with the higher n values for bubble-fluid

ixture. Increased n values eventually lower C in dilute regimes

nd uplift C in dense regimes. But, in magnitude, the C value,

n general, is lower for the bubble-fluid mixture than the same

or the solid particles-fluid debris mixture. This results in much

igher virtual mass force for the solid particles-fluid mixture than

n bubble-fluid mixture. So, the results in Figs. 2 and 11 are in line

ith this fact that the virtual mass force can be more pronounced

n debris flows than in fluid-bubble mixture. However, whether

he positively or negatively skewed form of C corresponds to some

articular mixture and its dynamics, should be investigated further.

. Summary 

In most of the existing literature, the virtual mass force co-

fficient is defined ad-hoc or, considered empirically. Based on

he virtual mass force enhanced mass fluxes for solid and fluid

n mixture flow, we have analytically derived a new and full

athematical expression for the virtual mass force coefficient C
s a function of the evolving solid fraction and the density ratio

etween fluid and solid particles in the mixture. As a dynamical

uantity, C includes the dynamical and physical aspects of the

ixture flow through the volume fraction ratio, and the density

atio. The new model is simple, and covers the whole domain of

he dispersed solid phase, and is virtually free of fit parameters.

he model is sufficiently smooth and physically well bounded

ith its maximum in between the dilute and dense limits of the

olid fraction distribution, and evolves automatically as a function

f changing solid volume fraction. This offers a much better

nderstanding on the structure and range of the virtual mass force

oefficient. Our analytical model extends the existing models and

ange of values of the virtual mass force by covering the whole

omain of distribution of the dispersive phase, while removing

he singularity or, non-physical behavior of the virtual mass force,

ften seen in previous models mainly in dense regime and close

o the dry limit. The structure of C automatically removes the

ingularity. So, the new full analytical model for the virtual mass

orce can be very suitable for complex mixture flow simulations. 

The form of C is important. We have identified the physically

ost relevant values for the parameters appearing in C that

rovide the well calibrated value of C = 0 . 5 in literature at the

anishing solid fraction (dilute limit of the dispersed phase). As

he fluid fraction vanishes, C → 0 . This is also realistic, because

s there is no fluid, no kinetic energy of the fluid needs to be

nduced. As the particles in the mixture become neutrally buoyant,

articles and fluid tend to move together reducing the relative

cceleration between them, resulting in the decreased value of

, which is fully compatible with the physics of mixture flows.

esults reveal several dynamically and mechanically important

eatures of the new virtual mass force model in mixture flow as

he solid volume fraction evolves, covering the whole domain of

olid fraction. The typical mechanism of C, first increasing to its

aximum then decreasing to zero value as solid fraction increases

ppear here automatically from the structure of the virtual mass

orce induced mass fluxes, which is represented by the structure

f solid to fluid fraction ratio. Another very important observation
s the appearance of the density ratio in the denominator of C.

hese two terms automatically remove the singularity in the new

irtual mass force model. 

As form of C is important, we have exclusively investigated

n this aspect. At the vanishing solid limit, there still exists some

ominal effects of enhanced mass flux, so C > 0 . But, at the vanish-

ng fluid limit, there is almost no fluid whose kinetic energy needs

o be enhanced, and thus C → 0 . At the solid limit, the solid is so

acked that this cannot mobilize the fluid to induce kinetic energy

ut, at the vanishing solid limit, even very small amount of par-

icles can still induce the kinetic energy of the surrounding fluid.

he numerator and denominator of C vary highly non-linearly and

undamentally (drastically) differently. This competition eventually 

ontrols the form of C. Solid to fluid fraction ratio played great role

n bringing C eventually down to zero after it attains maximum.

urthermore, the material densities, and the enhanced flux inten-

ity fundamentally determine the form and magnitude of C. As the

ensity ratio increases, the virtual mass force decreases rapidly,

nd the peaks shift quickly towards higher values of the solid

ractions. However, for the neutrally buoyant flow, the peak of the

irtual mass force lies close to the middle of the particle con-

entration. This shows a balancing behavior of C both with solid

raction, and the densities. This indicates that the new virtual mass

orce model can potentially be applied for any type of mixture

onsisting of the fluid-solid and fluid-bubble, or woody debris. 
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